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The THK DX Project
In 2016, we announced THK will become a “smart” com-

pany in alignment with our new growth strategies: the de-

velopment of new business areas, full-scale globalization, 

and a change in business style. Based on that policy, each 

department under the Industrial Machinery Headquarters 

began improving their work processes using the latest in 

digital technology and robots, including RPA1 and AI.2 We 

also began developing new products that capitalize on new 

technologies. In addition, we launched the THK DX Project in 

2019 to unify the efforts of each department by switching to 

a cross-departmental framework.

The project’s goals are to restructure the user experience 

and to automate routine work. In terms of becoming a smart 

company, we define “smart” from the customer’s (society’s) 

point of view. Rather than simply promoting efficiency from 

an internal perspective, we are revolutionizing our business in 

a way that values the perspective of the customer (society).

New Services Launched
Our change in business style gave birth to our “Omni THK” 

communication platform and our “OMNIedge” IoT service.

Omni THK is a dedicated website that was created to give 

customers valuable access to the prices, shipping dates, 

CAD data, and technical information they want when they 

want it, without having to go through a person anymore.

OMNIedge was developed out of our desire to solve is-

sues our customers face with their equipment. What we fo-

cused on was reducing the risk of interruptions to production 

caused by sudden equipment failure. Conventional mainte-

nance has relied on experienced production staff using their 

intuition to determine if there is a problem with an installed 

component. THK has made it possible to quantify the status 

of components using an original algorithm and a sensor that 

can be attached to components currently in use. Customers 

can use this technology to enable anyone to monitor equip-

ment from anywhere and at any time. Currently, this service is 

available for the LM Guide, ball screws, and actuators. These 

new services allow us to perceive potential customer needs, 

and we will use them to develop products and make pro-

posals.

Revitalizing DX Efforts to Achieve Our Cor-
porate Philosophy

During the coronavirus pandemic, customers looked to 

us to uncover and solve issues. Even if it was done remote-

ly through an online meeting, we were able to continue our 

sales activities without delay. In order to promote the adop-

tion of our products in medical equipment and in response to 

the need for contactless solutions around the world, we intro-

duced various service robots to the market. We also put effort 

into internal staff development to foster a workforce with an 

expert command of digital tools. Through the DX Project, we 

will achieve our corporate philosophy of providing innovative 

products to the world and generating new trends to contrib-

ute to the creation of an affluent society.

1  RPA stands for “robotic process automation.” This technology al-
lows manual, routine tasks performed on a computer to be auto-
mated.

2  AI stands for “artificial intelligence.” AI can analyze gathered data 
and determine rules for making revisions and improvements.
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